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EPI is your perfect Dutch partner for top quality flooring systems and coatings. With us, you will find 
an extraordinarily wide variety of tailor-made applications. Our extensive experience and thorough 
expertise serve our clients throughout the whole process.
We provide our products and complete flooring systems for renovations as well as for new 
developments to floor application firms worldwide. We always supply exactly to the wishes of our 
clients: from comfortable  to practical, from natural to sleek, from colourful to earth shades and 
snow-white, and always of top quality.
EPI: Design your life.

Cast floors for schools, offices, retail and restaurants 

The floor systems in schools, offices, shops and restaurants have a lot to endure. People walk on 
them constantly and chairs, desks or racks and scaffolding are moved on them day in day out. As 
such, the floor systems must be extremely wear-resistant, but this is not the only requirement posed 
for design floors in schools, offices, shops and restaurants. Safety is also important. Safety sometimes 
involves more than just preventing slips. In schools, offices and larger shops, the floor is in some 
cases also used for indicating the walk or escape route. EPI understands how important these floors 
are and supplies reliable floor systems which are in addition to user-friendly also low-maintenance.

  SEAMLESS
 
Synthetic EPI cast floors have a number of properties which fit well with all mentioned 
environments. The floors are seamless, easy to clean, practically maintenance-free and can be 
installed perfectly in combination with underfloor heating or over existing floors.

  ENDLESS VARIATION
 
If you choose a cast floor, the design possibilities are endless. You can choose from all 
conceivable colours and a number of different structures. This means the final floor always fits 
exactly with your wishes.

  EASY RENOVATION
 
In the vast majority of cases, an EPI cast floor can be installed directly onto the existing floor. The 
layer thickness is minimal (on average 2 mm), so adjustments to doors are often unnecessary. 
Because the existing floor is used as a base, there is no need for intensive demolition work.
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FLOORS FOR SCHOOLS 
AND NURSERIES
Cast floors are extremely versatile. They do well in industry, healthcare, homes and catering 

establishments, and they do a fantastic job in education. In fact, cast floors and educational 

applications are a perfect combination. This because these strong EPI floors offer infinite design 

possibilities! Classrooms, sports hall, hallways, entrance, canteen, toilets, IT space; a cast floor is a 

real eye-catcher.

School in Houten, the Netherlands 

EPI ECOBASE FLOOR 

School in Houten, the Netherlands 

EPI SUPERBASE FLOOR 

EPI SUPERBASE FLOOR
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FLOORS 
FOR OFFICES
Offices are often used intensively. The first employees start early in the morning and the last 
sometimes leave the building late. The floors must as such be very wear-resistant, but also safe and 
easy to clean. Additionally, the floor to a large degree determines the atmosphere in the building. 
The acoustics in a space have a great deal of influence on the productivity, comfort and health 
of your employees. An EPI floor can make a positive contribution to this. By choosing an extra 
damping layer, you can significantly reduce the impact noise.

EPI SUPERBASE FLOOR

Office in Deventer, the Netherlands 

EPI ECOBASE FLOOR 

Office in Houten, the Netherlands 

EPI CORESTONE FLOOR 
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FLOORS FOR 
RESTAURANTS AND 
HOTELS
Cast floors are extremely versatile. They do well in industry, healthcare, homes and catering 
establishments, and they do a fantastic job in education. In fact, cast floors and educational 
applications are a perfect combination. This because these strong EPI floors offer infinite design 
possibilities! Classrooms, sports hall, hallways, entrance, canteen, toilets, IT space; a cast floor is a 
real eye-catcher.

Restaurant in Amsterdam, the Netherlands 

EPI CORESTONE FLOOR 

Restaurant in Rotterdam, the Netherlands 

EPI SUPERBASE FLOOR 

EPI SUPERBASE FLOOR
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FLOORS FOR RETAIL AND 
GALLERIES
We have various beautiful floors which are very suitable for your gallery, showroom or shop.  A 
synthetic EPI cast floor can withstand years of intensive traffic. Nearly every colour is available in 
very diverse finishes. A blended effect? A concrete look? Flakes, different colour surfaces, glitter? 
Everything is possible!

EPI SUPERBASE FLOOR

Gallery in Knokke, Belgium

EPI SUPERBASE FLOOR 

Shop in Amsterdam, the Netherlands 

EPI CORESTONE FLOOR 



Discover the power of EPI floors at our website www.epigroup.nl/en.
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